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The White Magic Book By
In her new book of essays, “White Magic,” Elissa Washuta (Cowlitz Indian Tribe) deftly deconstructs notions of magic, life atop the Fremont Bridge, making a life in Seattle as a writer and more. The ...
Elissa Washuta enchants readers with ‘White Magic’ in new essay collection
In the essay collection White Magic, modern witch Elissa Washuta explores heartache through the lens of both pop culture and the natural world.
Love, longing, and Stevie Nicks power Elissa Washuta’s White Magic
The author and Ohio State creative writing professor will celebrate the release of her new memoir with a virtual event via Two Dollar Radio tonight ...
Elissa Washuta casts a spell in the alluring ‘White Magic’
"White Magic," Elissa Washuta's collection of essays on culture, appropriation, ancestral pain and sobriety, feels more like a single, powerful piece.
Review: A Native essayist's journey through art, magic and pain — and into sobriety
This year, fans of speculative fiction and Afrofuturism will see a balloon of projects that center diverse stories—and Black women will be leading the way.
Black Girl Magic Is Making Afrofuturism In Cinema Bewitchingly Beautiful
Rachel True spoke with Okayplayer about The Craft and how she would've handled character Rochelle's storyline differently, her tarot set and memoir True Heart Intuitive Tarot, and Black horror. Twenty ...
Rachel True Reflects On 25 Years Of ‘The Craft’ And Being A Tarot Practitioner And Advocate
When former CEO Hubert Joly decided to step down from his role as Best Buy's executive board chairman last year, he had his choice of options. Joly said he didn't want to move down to Florida and ...
Former Best Buy CEO says elevating 'human magic' key to good business
Netflix’s Shadow and Bone is based on a series of books in the fantastical Grishaverse created by author Leigh Bardugo. The show takes characters and storylines from Bardugo’s original Shadow and Bone ...
Shadow and Bone: What the first season of the Netflix series changed from the books
Our editors independently selected these items because we think you will enjoy them and might like them at these prices. If you purchase something through our links, we may earn a commission. Pricing ...
24 beautiful kids' books that reflect the Asian American experience
Firekeeper's Daughter by Angeline Boulley; Henry Holt Books for Young Readers ... Peninsula against the charged political backdrop of white privilege and the legacy of reservations, boarding ...
Books in Brief: Firekeeper's Daughter, The Gilded Girl
Chance the Rapper announced on Friday (May 7) that he will release his concert film 'Magnificent Coloring World' to mark the fifth anniversary of 'Coloring Book.' ...
Chance the Rapper Is Celebrating the 5th Anniversary of 'Coloring Book' With a Concert Film
Following the popularity of the stunning red, white and blue livery adorning Mardi Gras, another Carnival Cruise Line ship will soon receive the dramatic hull design that will become a trademark ...
Carnival Cruise Line Announces New Red, White & Blue Hull Design Across Fleet
“On the cover of all the welcome decks was all white people,” Lawton ... In addition to Magic and board games, Lawton keeps a few books of Dungeons and Dragons around for students to peruse.
Black Is Magic: How Magic: The Gathering Is Transforming One Teacher’s Game Club
here are a few TV shows filled with magic, monsters and mighty heroes in the works that might have a shot at filling the “Game of Thrones” void. The HBO adaptation of Philip Pullman’s book ...
Fantasy shows to watch if you’re missing ‘Game of Thrones’
On its face, and in its early essays, the book is about magic and the occult. But the title also refers to the “White City” of Seattle (where Washuta spent many formative years), both in ...
Five PNW memoirs to read for Independent Bookstore Day 2021
When you purchase an independently reviewed book ... had eaten magic mushrooms on a day declared Condition Black and dropped left down a forty-five-foot wave one midnight under the white light ...
‘Under the Wave at Waimea,’ by Paul Theroux: An Excerpt
and the iPod touch in the white bezel club. It remains to be seen if the new iMac joining it is foreshadowing others. The curved corner keys on the iMac’s Magic Keyboard don’t look good The ...
Weird Apple design: ‘Spring Loaded’ edition
Bush took part in a conversation with Magic City Books co-founder Jeff Martin that was live streamed on YouTube. The former president took up painting after he left the White House in 2008 ...
George Bush takes artful look at immigration in new book
Who needs the Royal Albert Hall for an elaborate virtual gig when Fat White Family can pluck magic from a bog? Moonbathing in February is streaming at fatwhitefamilymusic.com ...
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